The short list of presidents who lost the popular vote, but won the Electoral College

Donald J. Trump
@realDonaldTrump

The electoral college is a disaster for a democracy.
Trump Engaged in Suspect Tax Schemes as He Reaped Riches From His Father

The New York Times

As the Trumps Dodged Taxes, Their Tenants Paid a Price

VANITY FAIR

THE GREAT TRUMP TAX MYSTERIES: IS HE HIDING LOOHOLES, ERRORS, OR SOMETHING MORE SERIOUS?

abc NEWS

Four Years of Tax Returns All Show Donald Trump Did Not Pay Federal Taxes

By JOHN SANTUCCI and CORINNE CATHCART
Oct 2, 2016, 2:22 PM ET
‘Horseface’: Trump’s history of insulting women

Donald Trump sexism tracker: Every offensive comment in one place

‘Horseface’, ‘Lowlife’, ‘Fat, Ugly’: How the President Demeans Women

Donald Trump's History of Calling Women 'Dogs'

Trump recorded having extremely lewd conversation about women in 2005

Transcript: Donald Trump’s Taped Comments About Women
The Trump Scandals

A judge has finalized a $25 million settlement for students who claim they were defrauded by Trump University

Trump Foundation Will Dissolve, Accused of ‘Shocking Pattern of Illegality’
Doctor: Trump Dictated Letter Attesting To His 'Extraordinary' Health

May 2, 2018 - 2:41 AM ET

"If elected, Mr. Trump, I can state unequivocally, will be the healthiest individual ever elected to the presidency,"

JACOB BORNSTEIN, M.D.
HAROLD R. BORNSTEIN, M.D., P.C.
515 EAST 78TH STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10075-5001
TELE: (212) 888-8882 FAX: (212) 888-8882
E-mail: hrbornstein@earthlink.com
www.haroldbornstein.com

December 4, 2015

To Whom My Concern:

I have been the personal physician of Mr. Donald J. Trump since 1985. His previous physician was my father, Dr. Jacob Bornstein. Over the past 29 years, I am pleased to report that Mr. Trump has had no significant medical problems. Mr. Trump has had a recent complete medical examination that showed only positive results. Actually, his blood pressure, 110/60, and laboratory test results were astonishingly excellent.

Over the past two decades, he has lost at least fifteen pounds. Mr. Trump takes 81 mg of aspirin daily and a low dose of a statin. His PSA test score is 0.18 (very low). His physical strength and stamina are extraordinary.

Mr. Trump has suffered no form of cancer, has never had a hip, knee or shoulder replacement or any other orthopedic surgery. He has only surgery for an appendectomy at age ten. His cardiopulmonary status is excellent. He has no history of ever using alcohol or tobacco products.

Pleased, Mr. Trump, I can state unequivocally, will be the healthiest individual ever elected to the presidency.

CRAZY IN GOV: WHY WON'T THE MEDIA DISCUSS TRUMP'S MENTAL INSTABILITY?

Something is seriously wrong with Donald Trump: Let's stop kidding ourselves about that

Trump Rambles About 'Oranges' and Windmills

DONALD TRUMP SOUNDED LIKE A 'MENTAL PATIENT' IN CPAC SPEECH

Is Donald Trump actually crazy? 27 mental-health experts offer up their conclusions

Administration aides reel after Trump's nonsensical 24 hours: 'He just seemed to go crazy today'
Donald J. Trump

Kuwait spent tens of thousands of dollars on a gala

that ultimately profited

still owns

Trump International Hotel in Washington

Kingdom of Saudi Arabia owns a floor and pays thousands of dollars a year in common charges for building amenities

where

that ultimately profits

manages and controls

Trump World Tower in New York

Source: New York Times

Donald J. Trump

and whose sole beneficiary is

Donald Trump Jr. and Allen Weisselberg

which is controlled by

Donald J. Trump Revocable Trust

Source: New York Times
Trump labels allies 'delinquent'
Trump Insults Canada
Trump Insults NATO and Theresa May

Trump calls Kim Jong Un 'very honorable'
Donald Trump praises Vladimir Putin

Donald J. Trump (@realDonaldTrump)
N.A.T.O. is obsolete
4:47 AM - 24 Mar 2016

Russia begins its largest ever military exercise with 300,000 soldiers
Donald Trump's Racism: The Definitive List

Trump referred to Haiti and African nations as 'shithole' countries

Here Are All the Times Donald Trump Insulted Mexico

President Trump Kills TPP Once and for All with Executive Order Officially Withdrawing

Meanwhile... A New Pact Between India & China Sends an Important Global Signal. Here's Why

'Drug dealers, criminals, rapists': What Trump thinks of Mexicans

Trump's tactic to attack black people and women: insult their intelligence

Donald Trump’s long history of racism, from the 1970s to 2018

Russia draws closer to Southeast Asia with arms and energy trade
Trump Dodged Vietnam Thanks to Fake "Bone Spurs" Diagnosis, Doctor's Daughters Say

The New York Times

Donald Trump Criticizes Muslim Family of Slain U.S. Soldier, Drawing Ire

The Washington Post

Trump’s pattern of insulting war heroes continues with commander of bin Laden raid

Las Vegas Shooting: 59 Killed and More Than 500 Hurt Near Mandalay Bay

National Rifle Association
Putin ‘Likely’ Ordered Russian Ex-Spy’s Poisoning, Britain Says

LONDON — Foreign Secretary Boris Johnson of Britain said on Friday that it was “overwhelmingly likely” that President Vladimir V. Putin of Russia personally ordered the nerve agent attack.

Foreign Affairs chair says Trump is ignoring sanctions on Russia for former spy poisoning

Trump Hails Summit With Putin, Stirs Anger In Congress

Republicans blast Trump meeting with Putin as ‘shameful’ and ‘sign of weakness’

Putin just humiliated Donald Trump. And Trump humiliated America
The meeting between Putin and Trump as viewed by a Russian cartoonist.
I was elected democratically

Yeah right Me too!

My button is bigger than yours

My target (the US) is much bigger than yours

You... rocket man!

You dotard!

You TOTAL LOSER

So far I got all I wanted. Thank you
US exit from Iran nuclear deal

Meanwhile in Singapore...

Meanwhile in Saudi Arabia...
Trump's Massive Saudi Arms Sale

Trump Still Pretending Fake North Korea Nuclear Deal Is Real
17 Confirmed Dead In Parkland, Florida High School Shooting

Trump calls Puerto Rico hurricane effort an 'unsung success'

Puerto Rico increases Hurricane Maria death toll to 2,975
À l'ONU, Trump vante son bilan et provoque l'hilarité générale

Translation. Trump provokes general laughter at the UN

Vereinte Nationen lachen Trump bei seiner Rede aus
(Translation. UN laughs at Trump's speech)

People actually laughed at a president: At U.N. speech, Trump suffers the fate he always feared

Trump urges world to reject globalism in UN speech that draws mocking laughter

Donald Trump causa risa entre audiencia de la ONU al hablar de logros de Estados Unidos
Trump, Defending His Mental Fitness, Says He’s a ‘Very Stable Genius’

....Actually, throughout my life, my two greatest assets have been mental stability and being, like, really smart. Crooked Hillary Clinton also played these cards very hard and, as everyone knows, went down in flames. I went from VERY successful businessman, to top T.V. Star.....

WATCH // Trump Stuns With Lies, Ramblings and Nonsensical Rants in Bizarre Cabinet Meeting
Gunman Storms Crowded California Bar, Killing at Least 12
2018 'worst year for US school shootings
Fact check: Trump says his border wall is under construction. It's not.

Trump still says Mexico will pay for the wall

Breaking News
Trump fails to repeal & replace Obamacare

Harley-Davidson will move out of US

G.M. to Idle Plants and Cut Thousands of Jobs
Did Jared just secure his family’s real-estate empire by facilitating a palace coup in Saudi Arabia?

Further Spending Abuses by the E.P.A. Head, Scott Pruitt

The Oil Industry’s Covert Campaign to Rewrite American Car Emissions Rules

Tom Price, Trump’s scandal-plagued HHS secretary, is stepping down. Controversy over private flights brought down Trump’s top health official.

FEMA Chief Brock Long’s Unauthorized Travel Cost Government $151,000, Inspector General Report Shows

11 Killed in Synagogue Massacre

National Rifle Association
CIA concludes Saudi Crown Prince bin Salman ordered Khashoggi murder

Saudi-led coalition in Yemen accused of 'genocide'

Donald J. Trump
@realDonaldTrump

This very expensive GLOBAL WARMING bullshit has got to stop. Our planet is freezing, record low temps and our GW scientists are stuck in ice

Donald J. Trump
@realDonaldTrump

The concept of global warming was created by and for the Chinese in order to make U.S. manufacturing non-competitive.
Criminal probe into Trump inauguration donations

US President's inaugural committee being investigated over alleged abuses related to more than $100 million in donations

Gun deaths in US reach highest level in nearly 40 years, CDC data reveal

December 13, 2018

[Graph showing deaths per 100,000 population for various countries, comparing suicide and homicide rates.]
Donald Trump’s flip-flops keep Washington heads spinning

In 649 days, President Trump has made 6,420 false or misleading claims

US military
Trump shocks allies and advisers with plan to pull US troops out of Syria

Administration nears end of campaign to retake territory once held by Isis as Trump tweets: ‘We have defeated Isis in Syria’

Julian Borger in Washington and Martin Chulov Middle East correspondent
Thu 20 Dec 2018 03:42 GMT

MilitaryTimes
Trump triggers another resignation after sudden Syria policy shift

By: Matthew Lee, The Associated Press

FOREIGN POLICY
Coons: Syria withdrawal ‘a great big Christmas gift’ to Russia, Iran
By QUINT FORGEY | 12/23/2018 11:58 AM EST

National Security
Mattis resigns after clash with Trump over troop withdrawal from Syria and Afghanistan
Rift Between Trump and Europe Is Now Open and Angry

Donald Trump won little applause during the Munich Security Conference.

Munich Security Conference Reveals A Growing Rift Between U.S. And Its Allies

Munich Security Conference 2019: Who can save the liberal world order?

'Enemies of the people': Trump remark echoes history's worst tyrants
Trump’s Bizarre, Rambling Announcement of a National Emergency

The New York Times

Phony Wall, Phony Emergency
Donald Trump praises Xi Jinping for his grip on power in China

Trump defends Kim over US student's death

Paul Manafort: Ex-Donald chief gets 43 more months in jail

Michael Cohen sentenced to three years in prison for crimes committed while working for Donald
Treasury Department figures showed the budget deficit widening, and it is on track to top $1 trillion this fiscal year.

The Fed chairman, Jerome H. Powell, warned lawmakers at a House hearing last week that the federal debt was on an “unsustainable” path.

March 6, 2019

In Blow to Trump, America’s Trade Deficit in Goods Hits Record $891 Billion

Trump Proposes a Record $4.75 Trillion Budget

Trump's Twin Deficits Are Exploding

FORTUNE
Trump's Plan to Reduce Trade Deficit Falters as it Hits an All-Time High Instead
North Korea rebuilding Sohae rocket launch site, say observers

6 March 2019

Trump-Kim summit

Trump-Kim summit: US president emerges the 'biggest loser'

North Korean leader Kim Jong-un still got his handshake, but President Donald Trump now has to go back to face his troubles at home without securing his much-heralded deal at the Hanoi summit.

Video by Tessa Wong, reporting by Laura Bicker.

28 Feb 2019
build border wall as a national emergency, Trump

Which one is the national emergency?

Deaths From Drugs and Suicide Reach a Record in the U.S.

More than 150,000 Americans died from alcohol- and drug-induced causes and suicide in 2017—more than twice as many as in 1999—according to a new analysis by Trust for America’s Health (TFAH) and Well Being Trust (WBT) of mortality data from the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC)
49 killed in mass shooting at two mosques in Christchurch, New Zealand

March 15, 2019

Trump plays down white supremacy links to New Zealand attacks

Donna Trump’s Team of Islamophobes

Russia internet freedom: Thousands protest against cyber-security bill

TRUMP THREATENS FREE PRESS WITH LAWSUITS
How Donald Trump avoided the draft during the Vietnam War

Donald Trump’s Draft Deferments: Four for College, One for Bad Feet

Mark Salter
@MarkSalter55

Replying to @realDonaldTrump

Here is what will never change. John McCain will always be a better man than you in every way we measure a man’s character. You’ll never beat him.
Trump on climate change report: 'I don't believe it'  26 November 2018
The disconnect between the Trump administration and reality on climate change keeps growing

Climate Change Doubter Is Leading Effort to Advise President Trump on Climate Security

Record Floods Wreak Havoc on Midwestern States
Heavy snow and rain spurs rescue effort in Nebraska, Iowa and other states  March 17, 2019

Donald J. Trump  @realDonaldTrump

George Conway, often referred to as Mr. Kellyanne Conway by those who know him, is VERY jealous of his wife's success & angry that I, with her help, didn't give him the job he so desperately wanted. I barely know him but just take a look, a stone cold LOSER & husband from hell!

Husband from hell?!? Look who’s talking…

Here's a timeline of Trump's many marriages and rumored affairs.

HOW MANY TIMES HAS TRUMP CHEATED ON HIS WIVES?
HERE'S WHAT WE KNOW
Trump Lawyer Asserts President’s Right to Keep Tax Returns Private

Trump lawyers issue letter fighting tax return request

A Portrait of the White House and Its Culture of Dishonesty

The report by Robert S. Mueller III shows a hotbed of conflict defined by a president who lies and tries to get his staff to lie for him.

RUSSIA INQUIRY

New Details Emerge of Law Enforcement Battered by Trump
Trump hints at payback for 'evil' enemies

Mr Trump says the Mueller inquiry, which cleared him of collusion, was based on "a false narrative".

Ideas are more powerful than guns. We would not let our enemies have guns, why should we let them have ideas?

-Joseph Stalin

Trump and Republicans Seek to Turn the Tables in Post-Mueller Washington

President Trump and his allies vowed to pursue those behind the Russia inquiry after the special counsel, Robert S. Mueller III, found no conspiracy.

Donald J. Trump
@realDonaldTrump

To Iranian President Rouhani: NEVER, EVER THREATEN THE UNITED STATES AGAIN OR YOU WILL SUFFER CONSEQUENCES THE LIKES OF WHICH FEW THROUGHOUT HISTORY HAVE EVER SUFFERED BEFORE. WE ARE NO LONGER A COUNTRY THAT WILL STAND FOR YOUR DEMENTED WORDS OF VIOLENCE & DEATH. BE CAUTIOUS!

Mein Kampf

Adolf Hitler

This is a list of famous speeches and books.
Two revolutions in Algeria and Sudan against dictators... both opposed by Russia... Trump doesn’t say a word about either... Revolutions in Syria and Venezuela where Russia sends troops... Trump surrenders in Syria, surrenders in Venezuela. No collusion, of course. #lockhimup
Coalition strikes on Raqqa 'killed 1,600 civilians'

The US-led Coalition’s military campaign to oust the "Islamic State" (IS) from its self-styled "capital" in Raqqa, Syria, killed hundreds of civilians and injured many more. Four months of relentless bombardment reduced homes, businesses and infrastructure to rubble.

U.S. and Afghan Forces Killed More Civilians Than Taliban Did, Report Finds
Saudi Arabia Executes 37 in One Day for Terrorism

April 23, 2019

There have been 15 school shootings in the US so far this year

May 9, 2019
In a letter to her House colleagues, Nancy Pelosi said: “President Trump had a temper tantrum for us all to see.” This is not true. I was purposely very polite and calm much

**NEW YORK POST**

Trump lashes out at ‘Crazy Nancy’ Pelosi, says she’s ‘lost it’

By Mark Moore

May 23, 2019 | 5:05pm | Updated

**MEDIAITE**

Trump Bites Back at Nancy Pelosi: ‘She’s a Mess’, ‘She’s Disintegrating’
Anything in this very interesting world is possible, but I believe that Kim Jong Un fully realizes the great economic potential of North Korea, & will do nothing to interfere or end it. He also knows that I am with him & North Korea 'test fires short-range missiles'  

Trump dismisses North Korean tests of 'some small weapons'
Trump Calls Nancy Pelosi 'Crazy'

Trump Calls Himself ‘Extremely Stable Genius,’ Demands Staffers Tell Press How ‘Calm’ He Is

WHITE HOUSE 05/23/2019

'Extremely stable genius': Trump defends his mental fitness as he tears into Pelosi
The speaker says he needs 'an intervention.' The president says 'she's lost it.'

Donald Trump’s Latest ‘Genius’ Boast Has Everyone Scratching Their Heads

Pelosi: I Think I Respect The Office Of The Presidency More Than The President Does
Trump defends request to hide ship named John McCain

Meghan McCain blasts Trump over USS McCain controversy
Trump ramps up campaign to distort Mueller report findings

Fact-checking Trump's flurry of falsehoods and lies after Mueller declined to exonerate him

11 killed in mass shooting in Virginia, police say
For all of the money we are spending, NASA should NOT be talking about going to the Moon - We did that 50 years ago. They should be focused on the much bigger things we are doing, including Mars (of which the Moon is a part), Defense and Science!
Trump reveals Mexico migrant plan by waving document around

He refused to discuss the plans with reporters, saying they were "secret". But he said this while waving around a sheet of paper that had the specifics of the deal written on it - which was then photographed by news media.

Donald J. Trump

Iran leadership doesn’t understand the words “nice” or “compassion,” they never have. Sadly, the thing they do understand is Strength and Power, and the USA is by far the most powerful Military Force in the world, with 1.5 Trillion Dollars invested over the last two years alone.
Trump announces 'hard-hitting' new sanctions against Iran

An Iranian calling himself K. Jafari wrote in a widely circulated tweet. “The only people left to sanction are me, my dad and our neighbor's kid. The foreign ministry should share Trump's phone number so we can call him and give him our names.”

Iranian president says White House is 'suffering mental disability' over sanctions

Trump Threatens ‘Obliteration’ of Iran

Trump embraces dictators at G20

US President sat down with dictators, agreed to meet with Kim Jong Un and praised the Saudi Crown Prince.
Trump claims army 'took over airports' in 1775

A speech delivered by President Trump at Independence Day celebrations contained historical errors.

At the event in Washington DC, for the 4th of July “Salute to America”, he referred to airports existing in 1775.

The mistake was attributed by some US media outlets to difficulty reading the teleprompter.

The US president also mixed up the War of 1812 with the War of Independence.

Trump said George Washington's army ‘took over airports.’

Flight of fancy: Trump claims 1775 revolutionary army 'took over airports'

Historical blunder in July 4th speech compounded by mixing up war of 1812 with war of independence
Trump defends cost of having tanks planes at his July 4 celebration

the National Park

Service is “diverting nearly $2.5 million in entrance and recreation fees primarily intended to improve parks across the country to cover costs.”

In Leak, U.K. Ambassador Calls Trump Administration ‘Inept’ and ‘Clumsy’

UK ambassador called Trump administration ‘clumsy and inept’

Trump administration is 'inept and insecure', says UK ambassador
Trump insults London mayor for second straight day

Trump calls British ambassador a ‘very stupid guy’ and Theresa May ‘foolish’

Trump 'disrespectful' to PM and UK, says Jeremy Hunt

Trump disinvites British ambassador from White House dinner and calls Theresa May ‘foolish’

If Trump meant what he said about immigration, Melania’s parents wouldn’t have become US citizens this week

If it’s not a big deal for Melania and her parents to take advantage of chain migration, why does her ham-fisted husband seem to think it’s such a big deal when other people do it?

Melania Trump’s parents granted American citizenship via mechanism her husband has repeatedly condemned
Trump, again, falsely says his father is from Germany. Fred Trump was born in New York

Donald Trump boasts about his ‘very, very large brain’
Trump makes the boast at a rambling press conference

Trump boasts that his looks and brain are better than Biden's

Trump Boasts of Highest TV Ratings Since 9/11

TRUMP BOASTS “BEST PRESIDENCY EVER,” ACCIDENTALLY UNDERCUTS HIMSELF

Trump Threatens ‘Obliteration’ of Iran, as Sanctions Dispute Escalates

Trump says he could wipe Afghanistan off face of the earth in 10 days

Trump said he doesn’t want millions to die, but mused about wiping out Afghanistan, a country we are supposedly trying to help.
India denies PM Modi asked Trump to mediate in Kashmir conflict

India Calls Out Trump Lie That He Was Asked To Mediate Kashmir Conflict

Fury in India over Donald Trump's Kashmir claims

TRUMP'S NOBEL FANTASY SETS OFF A DIPLOMATIC BOMB IN INDIA

'Amateurish and Delusional' Comments From Trump on Mediating Kashmir Dispute Set Off Political Row in India

Trump uses veto to unblock $8bn weapons sale to Saudi Arabia

Killer of Washington Post journalist
Mass murderer of Yemeni civilians
Funder of Al Qaeda, ISIS, etc

Enemy of the free press
Fan of dictators
Won't show his tax returns
Trump attacks another African American lawmaker, and calls Baltimore a 'disgusting, rat and rodent infested mess'

July 27, 2019

Trump rips 'all talk,' 'no action' civil rights icon Lewis
Multiple victims reported in shooting at Gilroy Garlic Festival, ATF responds

El Paso Walmart shooting kills 20, injures 26 as investigators explore ‘nexus to hate crime’
9 killed in Ohio in second US mass shooting within 24 hours

The El Paso suspect's anti-immigrant manifesto contained echoes of President Trump's own language and campaign rhetoric
The Nihilist in Chief

How our president and our mass shooters are connected to the same dark psychic forces.

*TRUMP THE ACCOMPLICE*: EL PASO RESIDENTS BLAME THE PRESIDENT FOR A HATE-FUELED MASS SHOOTING

Trump Is a White Nationalist Who Inspires Terrorism

Don't pretend his teleprompter speech changes anything.

El Paso congresswoman to Trump: Don’t come here

KILLER GO HOME

TRUMP-PROMOTED CONSPIRACY THEORIES

1. Sen. Ted Cruz's dad involved in JFK assassination
2. Justice Scalia may have been killed
3. Joe Scarborough involved in intern’s death
4. Clinton aide's death wasn’t suicide
5. President Obama not a U.S. citizen
6. Sen. Marco Rubio not eligible to be president
7. Sen. Ted Cruz not eligible to be president
8. Obama wiretapped Trump Tower
9. Muslim Americans celebrated on 9/11
10. Millions voted illegally
11. Global warming is a Chinese hoax
12. Vaccines cause autism
13. Windmills cause cancer
14. Hurricane Maria death toll not accurate
15. Russia didn’t interfere in election

CONSPIRACY THEORIST-IN-CHIEF

TRUMP SPREADS BASELESS, DANGEROUS CLAIM

Trump confirms he is considering attempt to buy Greenland

Trump goes full parody on Greenland

Trump just put off a meeting with Denmark because they won’t talk about selling Greenland

PUBLISHED TUE, AUG 20 2019 • 8:26 PM EDT | UPDATED AN HOUR AGO

In Denmark, Bewilderment and Anger Over Trump’s Canceled Visit
Trump Says Russia Should Be Readmitted to G7

MAR 2 2018

Trump: “Trade wars are good and easy to win”

When a country (USA) is losing many billions of dollars on trade with virtually every country it does business with, trade wars are good, and easy to win. Example, when we are down $100 billion with a certain country and they get cute, don't trade anymore - we win big. It's easy!

August 24, 2019

Global financial crisis, recession risks raised as US-China trade war tensions escalate over currency row

Global Economic Trouble Is Brewing,
A clear signal from the bond market that investors are pessimistic about the economy's longer-term prospects.

Trump's China trade war spirals
Dow Sheds 800 in Biggest Drop of Year
President Trump remarked during a FEMA briefing Sunday that he had never heard of a Category 5 hurricane before, despite Dorian being the fourth he has dealt with and publicly discussed during his presidency.

“President Trump faced international criticism this weekend after he was seen playing golf instead of staying in the office to monitor the progress of Hurricane Dorian, though, honestly, would that be better? Making Trump monitor the hurricane would be like making your 4-year-old do the dishes. SETH MEYERS
North Korea Missile Tests, ‘Very Standard’ to Trump, Show Signs of Advancing Arsenal

As North Korea fired off a series of missiles in recent months — at least 18 since May — President Trump has repeatedly dismissed their importance as short-range and “very standard” tests.

Kim Jong-un, North Korea’s leader, Mr. Trump explained recently, just “likes testing missiles.”

Now, American intelligence officials and outside experts have come to a far different conclusion: that the launchings downplayed by Mr. Trump, including two late last month, have allowed Mr. Kim to test missiles with greater range and maneuverability that could overwhelm American defenses in the region.

Why Has Trump’s Exceptional Corruption Gone Unchecked?

The wild corruption of Trump’s golf courses deserves more scrutiny

FOX NEWS

Tom Steyer: Trump is ‘most corrupt president in American history,’ and has ‘more than met’ impeachment criteria

Trump’s Corruption Is Now More Brazen Than Ever

William Barr’s $30k Trump hotel party illustrates how corruption is becoming more brazen and blatant
US budget deficit tops $1 trillion

Published September 12, 2019 | U.S. Economy | FOXBusiness

The U.S. budget deficit has more than doubled since 2015
Fiscal-year deficit (The federal fiscal year runs from Oct. 1 to Sept. 30).

Trump Administration Rolls Back Clean Water Protections

Sept. 12, 2019  Updated 7:37 p.m. ET
'Saudi Arabia First': Trump Accused of Letting Saudis Dictate US Foreign Policy After Oil Facility Attack

"Congress will not give you the authority to start another disastrous war in the Middle East just because the brutal Saudi dictatorship told you to," said Sen. Bernie Sanders.

Donald J. Trump
@realDonaldTrump

Saudi Arabia oil supply was attacked. There is reason to believe that we know the culprit, are locked and loaded depending on verification, but are waiting to hear from the Kingdom as to who they believe was the cause of this attack, and under what terms we would proceed!

Trump’s communications with foreign leader are part of whistleblower complaint

The New York Times

Acting Intelligence Chief Refuses to Testify, Prompting Standoff With Congress
Dear Chairman Burr and Chairman Schiff:

I am reporting an ‘‘urgent concern’’ in accordance with the procedures outlined in 50 U.S.C. §3033(k)(5)(A). This letter is UNCLASSIFIED when separated from the attachment.

In the course of my official duties, I have received information from multiple U.S. Government officials that the President of the United States is using the power of his office to solicit interference from a foreign country in the 2020 U.S. election. This interference includes, among other things, pressuring a foreign country to investigate one of the President’s main domestic political rivals. The President’s personal lawyer, Mr. Rudolph Giuliani, is a central figure in this effort. Attorney General Barr appears to be involved as well.
Oct. 8, 2019

Trump’s Ukraine Call Was ‘Crazy’ and ‘Frightening,’ Official Told Whistle-Blower

FOX NEWS

Trump wants whistleblower ‘exposed and questioned’

Second whistleblower undermines Trump’s claim that impeachment inquiry a scam

Whistleblower Daniel Ellsberg: Ukraine plot shows Trump now a 'domestic enemy' to the U.S.
September 27, 2019

As national security professionals, many of us have long been concerned with President Trump’s actions and their implications for our safety and security. Some of us have spoken out, but many of us have eschewed politics throughout our careers and, as a result, have not weighed in publicly.

The revelations of recent days, however, demand a response. Specifically, all of us recognize the imperative of formal impeachment proceedings to ascertain additional facts and weigh the consequences of what we have learned and what may yet still emerge. We applaud those Members of Congress, including Speaker Pelosi, who have now started us down that necessary path.

President Trump appears to have leveraged the authority and resources of the highest office in the land to invite additional foreign interference into our democratic processes. That would constitute an unconscionable abuse of power. It also would represent an effort to subordinate America’s national interests—and those of our closest allies and partners—to the President’s personal political interest.

Famous Mob Quotes

“No one will ever kill me, they wouldn’t dare” ~ Carmine Galante
“I can’t stand squealers, hit that guy!” ~ Albert Anastasia
As I have stated strongly before, and just to reiterate, if Turkey does anything that I, in my great and unmatched wisdom, consider to be off limits, I will totally destroy and obliterate the Economy of Turkey (I’ve done before!). They must, with Europe and others, watch over...

8:38 AM - 7 Oct 2019

Donald J. Trump @realDonaldTrump · 1h
....to President of the United States (on my first try). I think that would qualify as not smart, but genius....and a very stable genius at that!

7:27 AM - Jan 6, 2018
Donald Trump’s betrayal of the Kurds is a blow to America’s credibility

TRUMP INSISTS ABANDONING KURDS WAS “STRATEGICALLY BRILLIANT”

Turkey Syria offensive: Trump likens conflict to playground fight
WHITE HOUSE MEMO

The ‘Whimpering’ Terrorist Only Trump Seems to Have Heard

President Trump offered a vivid account of the ISIS leader Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi “crying and screaming” in the final minutes before his death. The only problem: No one else knows what he’s talking about.
Putin Defends Trump on Impeachment
US saw highest number of mass killings on record in 2019

US mass killings hit new high in 2019

USA TODAY

US mass killings hit a record high in 2019

The threat to the USA comes from here...

so let's start a war here!
BREAKING NEWS

U.S. URGES AMERICANS TO LEAVE IRAQ "IMMEDIATELY" AFTER SOLEIMANI KILLING
Donald J. Trump • Asshole in chief
@realDonaldTrump

....targeted 52 Iranian sites important to Iran & the Iranian culture, and those targets, and Iran itself, WILL BE HIT VERY FAST AND VERY HARD. The USA wants no more threats!

In menacing Iran's cultural sites, Trump threatens to commit 'a war crime'

Boris Johnson warns Trump that targeting Iranian cultural sites would break international law

Trump doubled down on his threat to target cultural sites in Iran — an act that could be considered a war crime

Trump Doubles Down on Striking Cultural Sites in Iran

Jawad Zarif • Iran's foreign minister
@JZarif

The US' act of international terrorism, targeting & assassinating General Soleimani-THE most effective force fighting Daesh (ISIS), Al Nusrah, Al Qaeda et al-is extremely dangerous & a foolish escalation.

The US bears responsibility for all consequences of its rogue adventurism.

Donald J. Trump • Asshole in chief
@realDonaldTrump

....targeted 52 Iranian sites important to Iran & the Iranian culture, and those targets, and Iran itself, WILL BE HIT VERY FAST AND VERY HARD.

Who sounds mentally stable? Who sounds like the terrorist?
Pentagon Rules Out Striking Iranian Cultural Sites, Contradicting Trump

The defense secretary acknowledged that “the laws of armed conflict” prohibited attacking antiquities and said the military had no plans to do so, even though the president declared them targets.
Iraq's Parliament calls for expulsion of US troops from the country

THE WALL STREET JOURNAL

Iraq Calls on U.S. to Prepare for Troop Withdrawal
Request follows an Iraqi parliamentary vote in favor of expelling American forces

Russia stands to benefit as Middle East tensions spike after Soleimani killing

Soleimani's killing ignites Russia-vs.-Iran schism in Syria
Without presenting any evidence, Trump now claims that Soleimani was plotting against 4 US embassies before he was assassinated.

After Trump claimed Iran was plotting to blow up the US embassy in Iraq, Mike Pompeo says the administration didn't know 'precisely when' or 'where' the attack would happen.

Trump reportedly told associates he killed Qassem Soleimani because he was under pressure from GOP senators before his impeachment trial.

---

**BBC**

US-China trade deal: Winners and losers

**Winner:** President Xi Jinping

**Loser:** American companies and consumers

Overall, the Congressional Budget Office estimates that tariff-related uncertainty and costs have shaved 0.3% off of US economic growth, while reducing household income by an average of $580 since 2018.

**Loser:** Farmers and manufacturers

**Winners:** Taiwan/Vietnam/Mexico
First I defended a wife killer, then a pedophile, then I asked myself. Where can I find a worse scumbag than these two?

Jeffrey Epstein trafficked and abused girls.

BREAKING NEWS

Alan Dershowitz to join Trump defense team

Yahoo

‘Who the hell cares about the budget?’: Trump tears into critics of mounting federal spending and debt under his watch

January 21, 2020

Business Insider

The national debt just barreled past $23 trillion.
Davos 2020: Donald Trump and Greta Thunberg clash on climate

I have great and unmatched wisdom, I am mentally stable and a genius, and my inaugural crowd was immense.

Sorry, planet Earth, you stand no chance against such senile corrupt low-IQ assholes

Donald Trump impeached by US House on 2 charges

Netanyahu indicted for corruption in three cases

Trump, Netanyahu reveal their Mideast peace plan

"This Is Not a Peace Plan, It Is a War Plan: Shameful Attack on Palestinian Rights"
Trump downplays service members' concussion injuries from Iranian attack: 'I heard they had headaches'

Over 100 US troops have been diagnosed with traumatic brain injuries following Iran strike

February 10, 2020
Playing on Kansas City Radio: Russian Propaganda

Radio Sputnik, a propaganda arm of the Russian government, began broadcasting on three Kansas City-area radio stations during prime drive time.

Trump to Hannity on WHO saying coronavirus death rate is 3.4%: "I think the 3.4% number is really a false number. Now this is just my hunch, but based on a lot of conversations ... personally, I'd say the number is way under 1%."
The Fake News Media and their partner, the Democrat Party, is doing everything within its semi-considerable power (it used to be greater!) to inflame the CoronaVirus situation, far beyond what the facts would warrant. Surgeon General, “The risk is low to the average American.”

So last year 37,000 Americans died from the common Flu. It averages between 27,000 and 70,000 per year. Nothing is shut down, life & the economy go on. At this moment there are 546 confirmed cases of CoronaVirus, with 22 deaths. Think about that!

37 million Americans caught the flu and 37,000 died. You say that 546 caught this virus and 22 died. Let’s do the math. If 37 million Americans catch this virus then 22/546*37000000 = 1,490,842 will die.

Think about that. Einstein!
Trump Rates His Response to Coronavirus a 10 out of 10
United States could become coronavirus epicenter: WHO

WHO says a third of the newest coronavirus cases worldwide are in the US

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Cases</th>
<th>Deaths</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>World</td>
<td>935,295</td>
<td>47,192</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USA</td>
<td>215,003</td>
<td>5,102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>110,574</td>
<td>13,155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>104,118</td>
<td>9,387</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
<td>81,554</td>
<td>3,312</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>77,981</td>
<td>931</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>56,989</td>
<td>4,032</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iran</td>
<td>47,593</td>
<td>3,036</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UK</td>
<td>29,474</td>
<td>2,352</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Updated 7:08 AM ET, Fri March 27, 2020

Trump touts great success as US becomes world’s worst virus epicenter
Trump just said Seoul has "38 million people" in it. That's such an oddly wrong and yet specific number, I did a google search for Seoul.

Seoul - Wikipedia
Seoul officially the Seoul Special City, is the capital and largest metropolis of South Korea. With the surrounding Incheon metropolis and Gyeonggi province, ...
Country: South Korea
Elevation 38 m (125 ft)

U.S. surpasses Italy for highest death toll in the world

U.S. now leads world in coronavirus deaths
The United States has passed Italy to become the country with the most deaths.

Coronavirus: New York mass graves operations ramp up amid virus
TRUMP'S 'DISINFECTANT' IDEA SHOCKS WORLD

Do not inject yourself with bleach to cure coronavirus,

Please Don't Drink Bleach, Lysol
Warns

DEAR FOX NEWS VIEWERS: DO NOT INJECT YOURSELF WITH BLEACH

POPULAR SCIENCE

Drinking, bathing in, or injecting yourself with bleach can be deadly—and it won’t cure COVID-19

'We have met the moment and we have prevailed' — Trump declares victory on coronavirus as U.S. death toll passes 80,000

Trump says virus worse 'attack' than Pearl Harbor

Jan 22. “We have it totally under control.”
Feb 2. “We pretty much shut it down.”
Feb 23. “Very much under control.”
Feb 26. “Within a couple of days is going to be down to close to zero
Mar 7. “I'm not concerned at all”
etc etc
Dow posts biggest weekly gain since April

The New York Times

U.S. Nears 100,000 Deaths
ANTIMALARIAL DRUG LINKED TO INCREASED RISK OF DEATH

MENLO PARK

Hydroxychloroquine linked to increased risk of death

CORONAVIRUS FACTS NOT FEAR

DR. DAVID MARON
STANFORD UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
Donald J. Trump
@realDonaldTrump
Mar 21, 2020
HYDROXYCHLOROQUINE & AZITHROMYCIN, taken together, have a real chance to be one of the biggest game changers in the history of medicine. The FDA has moved mountains - Thank You! Hopefully they will BOTH (H works better with A, International Journal of Antimicrobial Agents).....

05/27/2020 France bans use of hydroxychloroquine as coronavirus treatment

25 May 2020 WHO Halts Clinical Trials of Hydroxychloroquine for COVID-19 as Study Highlights Higher Death Risks

05/27/2020 Fauci: Data is "really quite evident" against hydroxychloroquine for coronavirus
Trump announces that houses of worship are ‘essential,’ calls on governors to open them up

Arkansas coronavirus cluster linked to one small church, CDC says

Kansas clusters tied to church gatherings

Trump golfs at his Virginia club

Sat May 23, 2020

The Atlantic
Grappling With a Terrible Milestone: One Hundred Thousand Dead

Forbes
Church-Related Coronavirus Outbreaks Reported As Trump Pushes For Reopening

Trump Golfs While Americans Die
TRUMP SAYS HE WON'T WEAR A FACE MASK
COVID-19 DEATH TOLL IN U.S. EXCEEDS 100,000

Trump's church visit shocks religious leaders

Rabbi Jack Moline, President of the Interfaith Alliance, said: “Seeing Trump standing in front of St. John’s Episcopal Church while holding a Bible ... is one of the most flagrant misuses of religion that I have ever seen.”

The Episcopal Bishop of Washington, Mariann Budde, said: “The president just used a Bible, the most sacred text of the Judeo-Christian tradition, and one of the churches of my diocese, without permission, as a backdrop for a message antithetical to the teachings of Jesus.”

James Martin, SJ (Jesuit priest) @JamesMartinSJ

Let me be clear. This is revolting. The Bible is not a prop. A church is not a photo op. Religion is not a political tool. God is not your plaything.
Donald J. Trump
@realDonaldTrump

Bolton’s book, which is getting terrible reviews, is a compilation of lies and made up stories, all intended to make me look bad. Many of the ridiculous statements he attributes to me were never made, pure fiction. Just trying to get even for firing him like the sick puppy he is!

Forbes

Bolton’s Book Tops Amazon Bestseller List Amid Trump Effort To Block It
Donald Trump

Trump reportedly to take legal action to block John Bolton's tell-all book

Donald Trump

Trump family tries to block publication of book by president's niece - report

Coronavirus Live Updates: Deaths Top 150,000 in the United States

Trump says 'large portions' of the US are 'corona-free'
Donald Trump says he and China’s Xi Jinping ‘love each other’

Published: 10:21pm, 21 Jan, 2020

South China Morning Post

Donald J. Trump @realDonaldTrump · Jan 22
One of the many great things about our just signed giant Trade Deal with China is that it will bring both the USA & China closer together in so many other ways. Terrific working with President Xi, a man who truly loves his country. Much more to come!

8.4K 20.9K 102.9K

REUTERS

March 3, 2018

Trump praises Chinese president extending tenure 'for life'

Los Angeles Times

Aug. 15, 2019

Trump praises Chinese leader, not Hong Kong protesters seeking democratic reforms
Donald Trump

Trump heads to his own golf club as Covid-19 surges and jobless benefits expire

President makes 283rd golfing trip of his term, according as coronavirus death toll passes 153,000

Trump ridiculed as he plays golf for the 283rd time of his presidency

A Hurricane, a Pandemic, and Trump: The Triple Crisis Is Barreling Down on Florida

USA

US COVID Outbreak 'Extraordinarily Widespread' as Virus Hits New Phase, Birx Warns

By VOA News
August 02, 2020 09:18 PM

Donald J. Trump @realDonaldTrump 3h
So Crazy Nancy Pelosi said horrible things about Dr. Deborah Birx, going after her because she was too positive on the very good job we are doing on combatting the China Virus, including Vaccines & Therapeutics. In order to counter Nancy, Deborah took the bait & hit us. Pathetic!
Four years later, Republican senators admit, "yes, Trump conspired with the Russians"

The Trump-Putin election scheming is laid out in the Republican-led Intelligence Committee's 1,000-page report
Why is Trump insisting, unprompted, that he hasn’t had ‘mini-strokes’?

Except as far as anyone can tell, no media anywhere had reported that Trump had a series of mini-strokes. He was the one who brought it up out of nowhere.
PRESIDENT'S TAXES CHART CHRONIC LOSSES, AUDIT BATTLE AND INCOME TAX AVOIDANCE

Key numbers in Trump's tax return—according to the New York Times

$750
paid in federal income tax in 2016 and in 2017

$0
paid in tax in 10 out of 15 years from 2000-15

$300m
owed in loans to be repaid by 2024

Source: New York Times

The New York Times' coverage of Trump's taxes is an emperor-has-no-clothes moment

Trump and Melania test positive for coronavirus

Feb 26, 2020

BREAKING NEWS
PRES. TRUMP: CHINA VIRUS ISSUE IS UNDER CONTROL

Mar 9, 2020

So last year 37,000 Americans died from the common Flu. It averages between 27,000 and 70,000 per year. Nothing is shut down, life & the economy go on. At this moment there are 546 confirmed cases of CoronaVirus, with 22 deaths. Think about that!
Flu season is coming up! Many people every year, sometimes over 100,000, and despite the Vaccine, die from the Flu. Are we going to close down our Country? No, we have learned to live with it, just like we are learning to live with Covid, in most populations far less lethal!!!
New FDA Rules make it more difficult for them to speed up vaccines for approval before Election Day. Just another political hit job! @SteveFDA

Percent who say they are likely to get the first generation COVID-19 vaccine as soon as it is available

COVID-19 related deaths per 100,000 people; countries grouped by their overall mortality rate

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Since the start of the pandemic</th>
<th>Since May 10</th>
<th>Since June 7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>U.S.</td>
<td>60.3</td>
<td>36.9</td>
<td>27.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>57.4</td>
<td>23.5</td>
<td>10.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U.K.</td>
<td>62.6</td>
<td>16.3</td>
<td>5.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>65.0</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>4.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belgium</td>
<td>86.8</td>
<td>12.4</td>
<td>4.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>46.6</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>69.1</td>
<td>9.1</td>
<td>3.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Netherlands</td>
<td>36.2</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Confirmed cases around President Trump
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Records shed new light on Trump’s business pursuits in China, including a bank account there. October 23, 2020

Comrade Trump has paid China more than 250 times the tax he has paid his own stinky country.

nature
NEWS • 02 NOVEMBER 2020

Trump's latest order spreads fear among government scientists

The directive could make it easier to fire some agency researchers and hire others for political reasons.

OCTOBER 26, 2020

LEVIN REPORT

TRUMP JUST SIGNED AN EXECUTIVE ORDER LETTING HIM PURGE THOUSANDS OF FEDERAL WORKERS FOR DISLOYALTY
Trump claims ‘we did win this election’ in White House remarks

Trump falsely claimed he won the 2020 presidential election
Trump says he wants to stop ‘all voting’

STOP THE COUNT!
9:12 AM · Nov 5, 2020

That’s my boy!
Trump will end his presidency as he began it: Whining

'Happening Now

TRUMP: I WHINE UNTIL I WIN

'Whining is what Donald Trump does best'

'#FoxNews is dead': Trump spends morning going after Fox News

@realDonald Trump

. @FoxNews daytime ratings have completely collapsed. Weekend daytime even WORSE. Very sad to watch this happen, but they forgot what made them successful, what got them there. They forgot the Golden Goose. The biggest difference between the 2016 Election, and 2020, was @FoxNews!

8:10 AM · Nov 12, 2020

318.4K

143.1K people are Tweeting about this
Trump Has Reportedly Been Asking About Pardons for Himself, His Family, and More

Tweet

Donald J. Trump @realDonaldTrump · Jun 4, 2018
As has been stated by numerous legal scholars, I have the absolute right to PARDON myself, but why would I do that when I have done nothing wrong? In the meantime, the never ending Witch Hunt, led by 13 very Angry and Conflicted Democrats (& others) continues into the mid-terms!

55.3K replies 33.6K retweets 76K likes

Tweet

Donald J. Trump @realDonaldTrump · Nov 15, 2020
I WON THE ELECTION!
8:55 PM · Nov 15, 2020

He won because the Election was Rigged.

He only won in the eyes of the FAKE NEWS MEDIA. I concede NOTHING! We have a long way to go. This was a RIGGED ELECTION!
Biden becomes first presidential candidate in U.S. history to surpass 80 million votes

Donald J. Trump
@realDonaldTrump

We are up BIG, but they are trying to STEAL the Election. We will never let them do it. Votes cannot be cast after the poles are closed!

Donald J. Trump
@realDonaldTrump

Of course there is large scale voter fraud happening on and before election day. Why do Republican leaders deny what is going on? So naive!
Donald J. Trump ➕ @realDonaldTrump · Nov 28
Specific allegations were made, and we have massive proof, in the Pennsylvania case. Some people just don’t want to see

Donald J. Trump ➕ @realDonaldTrump · Nov 27
NO WAY WE LOST THIS ELECTION!

Donald J. Trump ➕ @realDonaldTrump · Nov 27
The 1,126,940 votes were created out of thin air. I won Pennsylvania by a lot, perhaps more than anyone will ever know. The Pennsylvania votes were RIGGED. All other swing states also. The world is watching!

Donald J. Trump ➕ @realDonaldTrump · Nov 27
Big Tech and the Fake News Media have partnered to Suppress. Freedom of the Press is gone, a thing of the past. That’s why they refuse to report the real facts and figures of the 2020 Election

Adolf Hitler > Quotes

“The size of the lie is a definite factor in causing it to be believed, for the vast masses of the nation are in the depths of their hearts more easily deceived than they are consciously and intentionally bad. The primitive simplicity of their minds renders them a more easy prey to a big lie than a small one, for they themselves often tell little lies but would be ashamed to tell a big one.”

– Adolf Hitler, Mein Kampf
**Federal Debt Held by the Public As % of GDP, 1900-2050**

- World War I
- World War II
- Great Depression
- Trump
- Great Recession

*Source: Congressional Budget Office*

---

**Trump in Jan 2020: We have it under control**

**Trump in Feb 2020: It’s a hoax**

**U.S. Daily COVID Cases (7-Day Average)**

*Source: Johns Hopkins Center for Systems Science and Engineering (CSSE)*
The United States records more than 3,000 deaths in the latest 24-hour period - the highest total in a single day anywhere in the world.
Russia’s Putin congratulates Biden on winning U.S. election

today

No daddy! He stole my election!

Trump was an extreme vaccine skeptic who blamed childhood immunizations for autism

Despite The Facts, Trump Once Again Embraces Vaccine Skeptics January 10, 2017


Healthy young child goes to doctor, gets pumped with massive shot of many vaccines, doesn’t feel good and changes – AUTISM. Many such cases!

SunSentinel DEC 28, 2007

Trump: Autism linked to child vaccinations
Inside Trump’s pressure campaign to overturn the election

No president has ever made such expansive and individualized pleas.

Reports of martial-law talk in Trump meeting

Pardons sink Trump further into swamp

Trump pardons Jared Kushner’s father. N.J. developer went to prison in lurid tax fraud, sex case.

Trump vowed to drain the swamp. Then he granted clemency to three former congressmen convicted of federal crimes.

The craven corruption of Trump’s pardons

Trump’s Very Swampy Pardon of a Ben Carson Crony
While in Florida Golfing, Trump Allows Jobless Benefits to Expire for Millions

POLITICS 12/23/2020 07:08 pm ET

Trump Back At Mar-A-Lago, Raising Taxpayer Golf Tab To $151.5 Million

This marks Trump's 31st golf trip to his Palm Beach resort, which in total account for just over two-thirds of his golf-related travel and security costs.

Nero fiddled. Trump plays golf

Updated 3:56 PM ET, Sun December 27, 2020

Millions lose jobless benefits as Trump spends day at Florida golf club

NEW YORK POST

One in 1,000 Americans have died from COVID-19

December 27, 2020

Jan 22. "We have it totally under control" (Trump at Davos)
Feb 2. "We pretty much shut it down" (Trump on Hannity's program)
Feb 10. "When it gets a little warmer, it miraculously goes away" (Trump at a rally)
Feb 19. "I think the numbers are going to get progressively better as we go along" (Trump on a Phoenix TV station)
Feb 26. "Within a couple of days is going to be down to close to zero" (Trump at the White House briefing)
Mar 2. "It's very mild" (Trump interviewed by Hannity on FoxNews)
Mar 7. "I'm not concerned at all" (Trump playing golf in Florida)
Mar 11. "The risk is very, very low... the virus will not have a chance against us"
In Taped Call, Trump Pressures Georgia Official to ‘Find’ Votes

‘I just want to find 11,780 votes’: In extraordinary hour-long call, Trump pressures Georgia secretary of state to recalculate the vote in his favor

In call, Trump demands Georgia officials 'find' votes to tilt election

Carl Bernstein: Trump’s Call to Raffensperger Is ‘Worse Than Watergate’

Wednesday, January 06, 2021

Trump says: 'We will never give up, we will never concede'
AP FACT CHECK: Trump’s false claims, fuel on a day of chaos

Experts: Capitol riot product of years of hateful rhetoric

United States COVID-19
Updated Jan 7, 2021 @ 10:56am EST

CASES
21,307,125

DEATHS
361,312

America's deadliest day: US breaks COVID-19 record with 3,865 dead -
DA expands criminal investigation into Trump Organization

Trump Family Business Faces Post-Election Reckoning

Trump Has Discussed With Advisers Pardons for His 3 Eldest Children

TRUMP CRIME FAMILY

Consigliere Giuliani
**CORONAVIRUS**

**U.S. surpasses 400,000 Covid deaths nearly one year after nation's first confirmed case**

The country reached 200,000 deaths in mid-September, and 300,000 just a few months later on Dec. 15.

**Trump on covid:**

Jan 22: "We have it totally under control"
Feb 2: "We pretty much shut it down"
Feb 10: "When it gets a little warmer, it miraculously goes away"
Feb 19: "I think the numbers are going to get progressively better as we go along"
Feb 27: "One day - it's like a miracle - it will disappear"
Mar 2: "It's very mild"
Mar 7: "I'm not concerned at all. We've done a fantastic job"
Mar 11: "The virus will not have a chance against us"
Mar 16: Trump rates his response to covid a 10 out of 10
Apr 16: "It is clear that our strategy is working, and very strongly working"
May 30: Trump announces the end of the pandemic in the USA

**Donald Trump's 'make America great again' campaign line lifted from Mussolini speech**

**Senator Flake: Trump using Stalin’s words to attack media**

**Vladimir Lenin Biographer: 'He Is the Godfather of Post-Truth Politics'**

Lenin’s tactics resemble those of the Donald Trump campaign

“Hitler was a psychopath. Trump is just a con man. I don't recall Hitler flip-flopping.”

Essayist Shalom Auslander

---

**God bless save America**